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In North America today, there is a growing concern with the revival,
recreation, and development of rituals that may be used to promote commu-

nity cohesion and to express spirituality. We are experiencing a resurgence
of interest in the "roots" of our own personal traditions, and also a curiosity

and desire to understand and learn from the traditions of other cultures.

Our sisters and brothers in Brazil have developed a rich tradition of folk
healing based on music, movement, and mediumship techniques. These

various spiritist groups, such as Candomble, Umbanda, Macumba, Shango,
Caboclo, and Quimbanda, originally developed from the polytheistic religious beliefs of the four million slaves brought to Brazil from Africa
beginning in 1550. Since the slaves were not allowed by Brazilian masters to
practice their native religions, they syncretized the African deities with
Christian saints in order to continue their religious ceremonies. For instance, btala, the god of heavens and of purity, became Jesus Christ.
Obtala's daughter, Iemanja, became the Virgin Mary, and her children
Ogum, Oxossi, and Oxum became St. George (Jorge), St. Sebastian (Sebas-

tião), St. Catherine (Catherina), and other saints (Krippner, 1989).
When the African slaves were freed in Brazil in 1888, their original and

adapted beliefs came more out into the open. Candomble spiritism survived
as the most nearly authentic African religious movement, and is practiced
today in some sections of Brazil. In Candomble, the deities retain their
original African names. Many other spiritist movements, the most popular

of which is Umbanda, have synthesized aspects of African and Christian
the names of Catholic saints.
Brazilian spiritist ceremonies are common and accessible. The number of

religions,

and still

use

Umbanda followers alone is estimated in the millions. The ceremonies are
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held regularly (often weekly) in backyards or small buildings (terrieros) and
have no entry charges or obvious exclusionary practices. A major function
of the ceremonies is the practice of healing; diagnosing and treating of
illness and solving the personal problems of the participants.
Brazilian spiritism is based on: () a belief in reincarnation and (2) the
practice of incorporating spirit guides for purposes of healing during religious ceremonies. The human soul is believed to be enveloped in a semimaterial or "energy fluid" body sometimes called the "perispirit", which

survives beyond death, moving on to adopt another physical body in its
continuing spiritual development. This perispirit, or etheric body, is seen as
more sensitive than the physical body, and is believed to be affected not only
by one's own innate nature, but by spirits of the dead, and by incarnate

spirits of related or nearby persons. Illness, physical and/or mental, is
believed to often be caused by disturbances of a spiritual nature. For

instance, "many diseases are felt to be the result of spirits that remain on
earth too long, trying to sap the energy of living people" (Villoldo &

Krippner, 1986, p. 23).
Since Brazilian spiritists believe that discarnate spirits are continually in
contact with the physical world, and that "spiritual disorders" cause illness
and psychological disturbance, they attempt to communicate with these
spirits in order to maintain and restore health. The most common form of
communication with the spirit world is through spirit incorporation. In this
practice, certain members of the spiritist group act as "mediums", gaining

access through trance-ritual to an altered state of consciousness in which
they may become "possessed" by a spirit and then perform healing func-

tions. These Brazilian spiritist mediums, like North American Indians,
typically combine drumming, dancing, and singing or chants in order to
alter consciousness.

I attended an Umbanda ceremony in April 1988 in Natal, a small city on
the northeastern coast of Brazil. The ceremony was held in a small, garagelike room behind a very modest residence in a working-class neighborhood.
I went to the ceremony with two North American and two Brazilian friends.
We entered the terriero at eight o'clock in the evening, the exact time at
which the ceremony was to begin. As we entered, a dark-skinned woman in

a festive-looking red and black satin dress swooped towards us with a
smouldering pot of herbs swinging from her arm, and we were instantly

enveloped in pungent smoke. African-sounding drum rhythms were erupting around us. As we oriented ourselves through the music and smoke, we
saw that there were two groups of people; those dressed in ordinary clothes

who were seated or standing against the walls on the outskirts of the room,
and those dressed like the woman with the herbs, in exotic variations of red
and black, all milling around the center of the room. There were approxi-

mately a dozen Brazilians in these ritual garments; all but two were women,
and all of the women had huge, billowing skirts.
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My friends and I quickly joined the 40 or so plain-clothed Brazilians
around the edges of the room. The costumed people in the center were the
mediums, and they were preparing to offer themselves as vessels for posses-

sion by spirits. One woman, we saw, was the leader or mae (mother) of the
ceremony: she led a few songs and spoke a bit. The mediums knelt on the
floor and recited a prayer. They faced towards a large altar which was
covered with many statues, candles. perfume, flowers, cigars, and beer. The
altar was presided over by a picture of Jesus Christ.

The drum resumed its rhythmic beating, and the mediums rose from the
floor and began to walk in a circular pattern, one after the other, swaying
their hips and singing songs. This part of the ceremony continued for about
an hour. Many songs with differing but always strong rhythms were sung.
The mediums gradually intensified and individualized their dancing; swaying and turning their bodies spontaneously and getting more and more
involved with the beat. Everyone was hot, and the dancers were sweating
profusely. As the drumming and dancing intensified, the mediums began,
now and then, to close their eyes and spin, whooshing their big skirts up
against the spectators or bumping into each other. The dancing seemed to
be getting more and more out of control, but did not seem particularly

dangerous, as the dancers who had their eyes open watched out for those

with their eyes closed.
Just as I was thinking that they must be completely exhausted, a young
woman fell full backwards onto the floor near my feet, and lay there,
apparently unconscious. I was shocked, but the two mediums closest to her
immediately pulled her up by her arms and stood her on her feet. As soon as
she was vertical, her body began to convulse. Her eyes alternately opened
and closed, and her head was thrown back: the two women held her up while
strong tremors ran through her body. The drumming and dancing got
wilder, and people were shouting and singing with renewed fervor. The first

possession of the evening was apparently taking place.
After a few minutes, the convulsions subsided, and the "possessed" medium stood calmly, albeit with a somewhat glazed expression in her eyes. A
lit cigar was brought to her. The spirit was apparently that of a "coboclo", or

old indigenous Indian, and it seems that these spirits like to smoke cigars
and drink beer. She then began to walk, dance, and smoke, but in a style
different from her original movements, and with a completely different
facial expression. Her changed behavior seemed to indicate a shift in mood
or state of consciousness.

We observed this same pattern of "spirit possession" (falling backwards,
convulsions, and reentry into the dance) three more times within the next
twenty minutes. Four mediums entered this "possession-state": the others
kept dancing and catered to the desires of the "spirits" of the "possessed"
mediums, bringing them beer and cigars and being generally attentive.
Besides the ritual drinking, smoking, and dancing, the "possessed" mediumns
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began to attend to the other participants of the erenmony. They otfered us
sips of beer, sprayed pertume on us, and gave us a special type of hug.

pulling right shoulder to right shoulder. then left to left. I telt a sense of
warmth and communion among all of the people.
The drumming. dancing. and singing soon ended, and many of the people
began to form lines near the four women who had gone through the
possession experience. The rest of the ceremony was given over to individual
healing sessions. The mediums, acting through their spirit guides, would

listen in turn to each person's problem, illncss, or complaint. Then the
medium would speak to the person, and/ or blow smoke on them (putting

the lit end of the cigar into their mouth and then blowing). and or snap
their fingers all around the person's body (with a gesture away from the
body as they snapped). Sometimes the medium would ask more questions of

the person, or enter into a dialogue with them. Other times there was very
little speaking; just the smoke blowing or finger snapping. The individual
sessions lasted anywhere from two to about ten minutes. People of all ages
participated in this process. At the end of cach. there was the special
shoulder-to-shoulder hug.
It took little more than half an hour for all of the people who had lined up
to have their "healings" with the four mediums. Afterwards the mediums
seemed to come out of their possession states, sometimes holding cach other
while their bodies shook (but not anywhere near as violently as during
incorporation). They began again to exhibit their normal personality traits:
their faces, voices, and movements returned to how they originally had been
at the beginning of the ceremony. At the end, the mäc said a few words, and
then people began to socialize informally. We left, tired and hot but peacetul

and inspired. As we were leaving, the me said to a Brazilian member of our
group that she liked us very much, and invited us to come back anytime.
She said that this was the first time that "foreigners" had come to visit their
group.
That night I fell into sleep surrounded by an overwhelming barrage of
visceral memories: swirling red satin pounding drumbeat sweating wet
brown skin pounding drumbeat nose and throat full of strange calming
smoke pounding drumbeat chanting singing louder pounding drumbeat

women's bodies pulse convulse bent and grimmacing caricatures hobbling
sipping beer cigars drooping from serious lips finally engulting hush smoke
blowing finger snapping solemn words relief and peace.
In the ensuing days, snatches of powerful feeling and stil-vivid images
followed me as I swam the warm waters and walked the beaches of Ponta
Negra. What I had experienced semed extraordinary, yet I knew that lor
these people this ritual was common and regular, and that these practices

were strongly woven into the multi-textured fabrie of their everyday lives.
In my own attempt to integrateand understand the experience of this
ceremony, my initial amazement has mellowed toa lingering sense ofawe a
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the sophisticated simplicity with which these people take care of their basic

needs for physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual health. What I saw was
the combination of a dedicated social group providing music and emotional

support, and the skilled application of mediumship techniques toward the
specific purpose of healing. The mediumship techniques seemed to allow the
mediums to temporarily suspend their everyday social roles in order to take
on the special role of healer, whereas the community structure allowed a
safe, supportive environment within which to surrender everyday selfawareness.

According to Eliazer Mendes, a Brazilian psychiatrist, mediumship is "a
biophysical practice that takes people into transcendental states where they
begin to explore their extraordinary abilities and other dimensions of their
emotions and thoughts" (cited by Villoldo & Krippner, 1986, p. 51). Through
ecstatic trance, an altered state of consciousness is produced in which "one
gains new perspectives on one's psychic abilities" (Villoldo & Krippner,
1986, p. 62) and can apply these perspectives in helping people learn to
exchange patterns that create illness for those that create health. It seems
that:

Some people may perform better as healers after entering an altered state

They are able to leave their ordinary beliefs and behaviors behind, assuming
new roles and identities that might give them the confidence to evoke the selfhealing capacities of (others). (p. 70).

Though Umbandists sometimes use other forms of professional help (e.g.
physicians and psychologists), these healing ceremonies are the bedrock of
their community support system and the foundation of their mental health.
Spiritism"is more than a spiritual movement. It is a system of social outreach
that makes an impact on every aspect of life in Brazil" (p. 24).
Umbandists, like other spiritists, believe that the most important healing
is the healing of the spirit. Like many Western psychologists, they assume
that disease is often caused because there is not enough attention given to a
particular aspect of the self. However, unlike most Western psychologists,

Umbandists also assume that disease may be caused by spiritual problems,
such as a lack of faith. One typical diagnosis for some types of mental
distress is that the suffering individual has an "open window" into the spirit
world. The cure for this problem is mediumship training, as it is "through

mediumship training (that) they learn to control the opening' and 'closing

of these psychic channels" (Villoldo & Krippner, 1986, p. 40). Thus people
who spontaneously experience an altered state of consciousness (e.g., seeing
visions, hearing voices, seizures, "double" personalities), rather than possilabelled
(and perhaps subsequently isolated from the

bly being

psychotic

community), may be encouraged to engage in mediumship training. During
this training they learn to regulate their body states, and then to use their
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trained and regulated states of consciousness as a tool to facilitate healing in

the community. Dr. Mendes, who adapted his healing methods from Umbanda religious tradition, goes so far as to say that "mediumship results in
an integration of the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual sides of the
person. It is, therefore, a transcendental integration of the personality"
(cited by Villoldo & Krippner, 1986, p. 51). Thus the concept of the
wounded healer" emerges strongly in Brazilian spiritism, along with the
idea that "one can never be fully healed until one becomes a healer oneself"

(Villoldo & Krippner, 1986, p. 25).
In some ways, these ideas are not unlike those of transpersonal psychology. Stanislov Grof, an outspoken supporter of this discipline, is critical
of mainstream psychology, which he believes does not take the spiritual

aspects of health and illness into account. In mainstream psychology, he
says.
Direct spiritual experiences, such as feelings of cosmic unity, death-rebirth

sequences, encounters with archetypal entities, visions of light of supernatural
beauty, or past incarnation memories, are seen as manifestations of psychosis

and are thus indicative of mental disease. (Grof, 1987, p. 16)
From a transpersonal perspective, episodes of nonordinary states of con

sciousness, such as the trance-state of the Umbanda medium, can be useful

in mediating direct spiritual experience. From this more inclusive psycho
logical viewpoint, some experiences might be framed as transformational

rather than catastrophic. Bringing a spiritual element into psychological
facilitate healing. The changes in
consciousness associated with these processes should not necessarily be seen

treatment,

as

in Umbanda ceremonies,

can

as manifestations of mental disease.
Premises of transpersonal psychology can also help us to understand the
of
incorporation. Carl Jung (1938, p. 14), in speaking of the

spirit
concept
"nonpersonal forces dwelling in the unconscious mind", describes psychic

with
energies which may act as "an autonomous being capable of interfering
the intentions of the ego", or "behave like secondary or partial personalities
in possession of a mental life of their own." Jung sees the human psyche as

more than personal and the human being as more than individual self. He
information through "visions, dreams, or trances"
of

speaks

accessing

(P. 56) which often contain "a superior analysis or insight or knowledge
which consciousness has not been able to produce" (p. 49). These psychic

which
phenomena, he speculates, "may issue from a center--one, however,
a
is not identical with that of our conscious ego'" (p. 48). Thus Jung makes
clear differentiation between "that which I have produced or acquired by my

own conscious effort and that which is clearly and unmistakably a product

of the unconscious mind" (p. 46). He writes:
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I am not at all certain whether the unconscious mind is merely my mind,
because the term "unconscious" means that I am not even conscious of it. As a
matter of fact the concept of the unconscious mind is a mere assumption for
the sake of convenience. In reality I am totally unconscious of-in other
words, I do not know at all-where the voice originates. I am not only
incapable of producing the phenomenon at will but I am also unable to
anticipate the mental contents of the voice. Under such conditions it would be
presumptuous to call the factor which produces the voice my mind. This

would not be accurate. (p. 46)

Umbanda descriptions of spirit incorporation, where the forces acting to
heal through the medium are experienced as "other than the self", do not
sound so different from Jung's description of psychic forces from the
unconscious mind. These forces are simply described in a more concrete
(spirits oi dead people) rather than abstract (forces of the unconscious)

manner. And while Umbanda mediums look "outside" (to a foreign intelli
gence that can take over their bodies), transpersonal psychologists tend to

look "inside" (to intuitions and creative thoughts from the unconscious). So,
from a transpersonal perspective, Umbanda spirit incorporation can b

described as a ritual which encourages the forces of the unconscious to
present themselves for healing purposes.
This article is not an attempt to deny or invalidate the advances brought
about by modern psychology, with its empirical scientific approach. Rather,
it is an invitation for us to adapt and expand our psychological viewpoint to
include useful aspects of traditions outside of our limited paradigm. A
community-based, spiritual approach to the healing of mental problems has
existed for centuries in Brazil. We have barely begun to awaken to the lack
of communal and spiritual factors in our own systems of healing. In the
development of an empirical psychology focused on the individual self, we
may have "thrown out the baby with the bathwater." Could it be useful to
further integrate communal and spiritual elements into our own systems of
healing? Can we learn anything from Umbanda ceremonies in Brazil? Experiencing an Umbanda ceremony has, for me, raised throught-provoking
questions about the possible development of our own healing rituals in
North America. It is foolish, I believe, to assume that we have nothing to
learn from cultures less developed technologically than our own. In fact, in
looking back to the more indigenous roots of civilization, it is possible that
we may have the good fortune to see well enough to pick up a few dropped

threads.
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